
INNOVATION  •  QUALITY  •  VALUE

THE HOSIERY & SOCK EXPERTS



“Our mission is to exceed our 
customers’ expectations in quality, 

delivery and value through 
continuous improvement and 

customer interaction.”

ABOUT US 

OGUK were founded in 2005 as the UK sales office of the Turkish based Penti Group.  
Since then, we have established ourselves as industry leaders in the supply of hosiery 
and socks, setting new standards in innovation, quality and value. Last year, we 
supplied more than 25 million pairs of retailer-brand hosiery into the UK market, 
making us the largest supplier in the country.

THE PENTI GROUP

Founded in 1947, Penti are the second largest manufacturer of hosiery in Europe  
and are listed in the Top 500 Industrial Firms of Turkey. Their main factory is based  
in Çorlu, Turkey – 100 miles west of Istanbul. This 62,000m² facility is environmentally 
compliant and fully audited for UK retailers. Moreover, their vertically integrated 
production process ensures that everything from texturizing to packaging is done 
in-house.

In response to the increasing demand for sock products, the Penti Group completed 
the purchase of a well-established sock factory early in 2017. This 10,000m² facility 
is located in the heart of Istanbul and has extensive range capabilities, from bonded 
footsies to cosy lounge socks and everything in between. 

As well as manufacturing for UK retailers, Penti have their own retail outlets with 
384 stores across 5 continents and 43 countries. Their own-brand Penti label is the 
number one hosiery brand in Turkey.

“Our success is founded upon 
unparalleled industry knowledge  
and experience, combined with a  
desire to exceed customer expectations 
in quality, innovation and value.”



OUR UK PARTNERS



INNOVATION 

Utilising our close ties to major yarn and machinery manufacturers, we are always  
at the forefront of industry innovation, ensuring that our partners have access to new  
product ideas before they reach the market. In the last decade, we have pioneered  
the introduction of several, now popular, products into the UK market.

WAREHOUSING & DELIVERY

With several options to choose from, our delivery methods can be tailored to meet  
your individual requirements. For direct deliveries, we can arrange either CIF or FOB 
shipments from local ports. Alternatively, stock can be held and distributed from our 
Leicester warehouse in regular part-contract call offs, or full shipments.

Our state-of-the-art distribution centre has computerised stock control and full EDI 
capabilities, ensuring maximum efficiency. Additionally, it has a fully accredited rework 
facility on-site. 

We have invested heavily in our delivery processes, understanding the importance 
of delivering our products on time, to the highest standard. As a result, our supplier 
performance continues to exceed the standards set by our partners. 

OUR FACTORIES

Although Penti is our main factory, the OGUK supply network spans the globe,  
with key relationships in Turkey, Poland, Italy and China, including state-of-the-art,  
certified eco-factories. All our manufacturers are fully audited for UK retailers and our  
team undertake regular visits to ensure that the required standards are being maintained.  
Our diverse factory portfolio gives us complete range capabilities, ensuring that we can 
tailor our offering to meet any partner requirements.

ECO-CREDENTIALS

Environmental sustainability is a topic of growing importance for UK retailers, as consumers 
become increasingly conscious of how and where products are being made. To this end,  
we are committed to supplying our partners with products produced in an ethical and  
eco-friendly environment. All our factories meet a basic level of ‘green’ compliance, with 
some going beyond this to achieve the standards required to be classed as an eco-factory. 

Our own Penti factory has a dedicated Environmental Committee that is continually 
introducing new initiatives to boost their green credentials. Most significantly, their 
treatment facility is now almost entirely powered by solar energy.

Furthermore, our main sock producer is widely recognised as Turkey’s most advanced  
green textile plant. With no compromise on the quality of the products they produce,  
their facility uses 45% less energy than a conventional factory.



WHAT WE CAN OFFER 

With over 150 years of accumulated hosiery experience,  
OGUK have unparalleled industry knowledge at your disposal. 
From our Leicester based support office, our team are on hand  
to provide an all-inclusive, 360° service, from design to delivery.  

MERCHANDISING

Each of our partners is allocated a dedicated merchandiser who will manage  
the critical path process from end-to-end and provide a single point of contact  
for any queries. 

COMMERCIAL 

We provide full category management services, including seasonal marketing analysis,  
forecasting, product development, planogram layouts and visual marketing. 

TECHNICAL 

Our experienced technical team closely monitor every product that we supply, 
subjecting each SKU to stringent quality checks, using our own internal facilities  
and external test houses. Our technicians are on-hand to answer queries and  
provide support at any stage in the process. 

DESIGN 

Our dedicated, fashion-focused design team are the creative minds who bring  
our ideas and inspiration to life. Our acclaimed designs stand out in-store and often 
become best-sellers. In addition to product design, we also specialise in pack design 
and presentation, reviewing the market for inspiration and ensuring that we utilise 
key selling points to optimise the product appeal. 

TRENDS 

We produce regular trend boards to support our partners seasonal range builds, 
taking inspiration from the large fashion houses, catwalk displays and the latest  
street styles. Additionally, our showroom is regularly updated with samples 
showcasing designs that incorporate up-to-date colour and pattern trends.



PRODUCTS 

HOSIERY 

Ladies hosiery makes up the largest proportion of our business. We have complete 
range capabilities, from Footsies, Ankle Highs and Knee Highs, through to Hold-Ups, 
Stockings and Tights. All can be produced as either a sheer or opaque, from  
5 to 300 denier.  

Within these categories, we offer a range of benefit-led products, including support, 
shapewear and ladder resist. For more premium styles, we have a luxury range that 
features specialist yarns, such as Breeze, Heat, bamboo and cashmere. Additionally, 
our showroom is regularly updated with fashion samples reflecting the latest trends. 

SOCKS

Socks are our fastest growing product area, with demand continuing to grow  
year-on-year. We produce all types of socks, including liners, ankle and knee length, 
for Ladies, Mens and Kids. 

Cotton is the most commonly used material in our socks, and we can blend  
this with specialist yarns, such as Coolmax and Thermalite, to create functional, 
benefit-led products. Alternatively, incorporating yarns such as bamboo, cashmere 
and Lenzing Modal, will produce socks with irresistible softness. For truly unique 
styles, we can knit artwork designs into the product, or use embroidery to create 
textured patterns. 

CHILDREN’S TIGHTS 

In addition to our core sheer and opaque lines, our comprehensive children’s range 
also includes a selection of products made from natural fibres, such as cotton and 
bamboo. We only use factories who specialise in manufacturing children’s tights  
and this expertise is reflected in the quality of our products.



WE LOOK FORWARD TO WORKING WITH YOU...

OGUK Ltd, Unit 1, Wanlip Road, Syston, Leicester LE7 1PD 
T. 0116 260 9117  |  E. info@oguk.co.uk  |  www.oguk.co.uk


